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Copper Oil Table Lamp Engraved

Copper Items - Copper Oil
Table Lamp Engraved 

Decorative copper items Quality in performance and presentation Special quality of construction Completely Handmade product 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Mediterranean-art, a purveyor of traditional Greek craftsmanship, takes pride in its exquisite range of handmade copper items. Among its
captivating offerings is the Copper Oil Table Lamp Engraved, a decorative masterpiece that seamlessly blends functionality with artistic design.
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Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, the Copper Oil Table Lamp Engraved exemplifies the superior quality and special construction
techniques for which Mediterranean-art is renowned. Each lamp is a testament to the company's commitment to delivering not just a product but
a work of art that enhances both performance and presentation.

This decorative copper item serves as a stunning addition to any space, radiating warmth and sophistication. The intricate engravings on the
lamp showcase the skilled craftsmanship that goes into every piece, creating a unique and aesthetically pleasing lighting solution for any setting.

The Copper Oil Table Lamp Engraved is not just a source of light; it is a conversation piece that reflects the rich cultural heritage of Greece.
Whether used for ambient lighting in the home or as a unique decorative element in a commercial space, this handmade lamp embodies the
essence of Mediterranean-art's dedication to quality and craftsmanship.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Product Code N1 - 3072

  

Height : 23cm   Diameter : 11cm

 

  
  

Product Code N2 - 3074
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Height : 26cm   Diameter : 14cm

 

  
  

Product Code N3 - 3076
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Height : 33cm   Diameter : 18,5cm
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